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Description
Currently, you have to go to the detail page of an issue if you want to see the list of watchers.
I think it would be nice if Redmine shows watchers for each issue on the issues list. With this feature. This feature is a bit similar to
#25515.

Related issues:
Related to Redmine - Feature # 12644: Display watch status in ticket list

New

History
#1 - 2018-11-16 03:12 - Mizuki ISHIKAWA
- File watchers.png added
- File feature-29894.patch added

watchers.png
Looking at watchers at index is useful for knowing issues that users are interested in.
Applying this patch will allow you to add a watchers column with issues / index.
Issue#visible_watchers checks the :view_issue_watchers permission and displays only watchers that can be viewed.

#2 - 2018-11-16 14:20 - Bernhard Rohloff
I think this column gets really messy if you have 10 or more watchers on the list.
I'd also argue that this information isn't useful by any means. Perhaps the count of watchers but not the entire list.

#3 - 2018-11-18 06:13 - Yuuki NARA
+1

#4 - 2019-02-20 10:31 - Jens Krämer
+1
that's indeed useful (and if not, well then do not add this column to your issues list :)

#5 - 2019-02-20 11:42 - Go MAEDA
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- Target version set to Candidate for next major release
#6 - 2019-02-20 14:28 - Anonymous
+1 but I agree with Bernhard
I think this column gets really messy if you have 10 or more watchers on the list.
I'd also argue that this information is useful by any means. Perhaps the count of watchers but not the entire list.

Maybe watcher count, but to show list of watchers in the tool-tip whenever rolling over the number of watchers. The same tool-tip which is used in the
gantt or calendar.

#7 - 2019-08-11 13:30 - Go MAEDA
- Related to Feature #12644: Display watch status in ticket list added
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